
Milk Run: A Shadowrun 20th Anniversary Edition Adventure

By Enedino Fernandez

Preparing the adventure
Background: As an extra territorial holding of the UCAS inside the Salish-Sidhe border, Seattle is heavily dependant on 

trade for its economic health and continued existence. Of particular concern is the importation of fresh food, as there is simply not 
enough arable land in the metroplex to feed all of its citizens. In recent months, contract negotiations between the metroplex 
government and the largest dairymen’s trade union in the SS council have broken down over new tariffs levied by the UCAS dept. of 
agriculture. After three weeks of stalled mediation, the union reps walked. The great Seattle milk embargo had begun. 

Plot synopsis: The runners are hired by Oliver “Honest Ollie” Trask to perform a little sabotage on behalf of his brother in 
law’s dairy farm, the ZZZ ranch. With the Salish-Sidhe dairy strike driving prices through the roof, the ranch has never seen a better 
opportunity to make a profit at their competitors’ expense. The runners must sneak into the heart of the largest food production 
company in Seattle, modify its homogenization equipment, and hopefully blame it on someone else. They must overcome security, 
squatters, a pair of mischievous free spirits, and the team of paranormal investigators who are after them. 

“Now how much would you pay?”

What’s Up Chummer?
The runners are referred to a meeting with a potential employer by their regular fixers. Mr. Johnson (Oliver Trask) is 

brokering the run on behalf of his brother in law, Daniel Snorisson, owner of the ZZZ dairy ranch. The plan is for the runners to sneak 
into Ingersoll and Berkley property, modify their homogenization equipment to produce milk that will prematurely spoil at the market,
and implicate another dairy company in the process. 

Tell It to Them Straight
Seattle’s seen a lot of shadow work of late. What with Crash 2.0, the technomancer scare, the 2070 election, the Tempo 

crisis, and Lone Star’s replacement by Knight Errant, it’s been a runner’s market. Top-notch teams have had the luxury of picking 
and choosing their runs (and fees). Of course you’re not on a top-notch team. You’re not on a team at all. In fact, when the call came 
in from the fixer asking if you’d be interested in a little freelance destruction of assets work, you had to try real hard not to let your 
relief show though your aura of sub-zero chill. 

Now that you’re face to face with Mr. Johnson though, you’re starting to wonder just how far down your fixer’s contact list 
you’ve fallen. A used car salesman? What kind of shadow work could he really need done? And what did he just say about galoshes? 

Hooks
A different kind of car lot, a different kind of meeting. Mr. Johnson has chosen to deal with the runners on his own turf, by 

having them meet him at his car lot after hours. Snohomish is about as different from the sprawl and barrens as you can get without 
leaving the metroplex, and the runners should feel a little out of place. Mr. Johnson has never hired shadowrunners before, but figures 
a sale is a sale and will negotiate the way he would trying to sell the runners a used Ford Americar. 

Behind the Scenes
The lot is located near a freeway interchange, and consists of an office and space for about 18 cars. The cars are protected by 

a crash railing (armor/structure ratings 8 each) and a closed circuit TV monitoring system (not wireless). The nearest neighboring 
buildings are a Laundromat (closed for the night), and a carpet and tile store (also closed). 

Mr. Johnson will offer the runners Y1,000 each as an opening bid. He can go as high as ¥10,000 total, but will try to barter 
vehicles, parts, or services first (he can get the runners up to 50% off on anything vehicle related, so long as it’s civilian). He can also 
offer them the use of a 4-wheel drive vehicle if they need it. 

The control chip the runners must replace on the homogenizer is the same model as used by Berkeley’s main competitor 
(Snorisson bought it at an auction), and requires a Hardware (2) test to install.

Pushing the Envelope
This is a basic hiring scenario so nothing should be too difficult. Mr. Johnson is an ex UCAS marine and has a gun in his 

desk. He is also willing to use the panic button remote in his pocket if the runners turn on him. A Knight Errant patrol could notice the
runners’ vehicles and investigate, or a go-gang could come in off the freeway and decide to hassle the runners as they leave. If the 
runners kill or double cross Mr. Johnson, the security video of them arriving and leaving could be used to identify them to Knight 
Errant. 



Debugging
The only real problem here is if the runners don’t take the job. Mr. Johnson will try to give them assurances of good 

recommendations to their fixers and promise to “take care of them” the next time they need a car, but he cannot exceed his budget. 

“Getting there is half the fun.”

What’s Up Chummer?
No matter when the runners decide to do the run, they will only have too choices on how to get there: by road, or cross-

country. An air vehicle would certainly be noticed in the rural environment, and the farm isn’t near a major river. Assuming the 
runners don’t do something stupid like try to drive across active farmland (which is guarded and would result in an encounter with 
armed farmers and or security), there are two possible encounters of significance. One involves a group of squatters stealing food, the 
other a run in with a pair of mischievous free spirits who are terrorizing the area. 

Tell it to Them Straight
When the runners encounter the squatters:
Out this far from the city lights, you start to develop a weird kind of tunnel vision. The world narrows to just what’s in your 

headlights and things just outside their moving cone of illumination are all but invisible. Of course, lowlight and thermographic 
vision go a long way towards compensating for that, but the brain keeps wanting to pay attention to that motion ahead of it. Not that 
there’s really that much to see out there anyway, just crops, barbed wire fences and the occasional farmhouse or tractor.  

Suddenly, you see another vehicle at the side of the road. It’s parked in a shallow gully and is being loaded up with armloads
of what appear to be vegetables by rather startled looking squatter types. As you swerve to avoid a collision, one of them shouts 
something and raises an old but serviceable looking heavy revolver. He doesn’t seem please to see you. 

When the runners encounter the spirits: 
First squatters stealing corn, now goats loose on the road. A whole herd of those spider silk gene splice ones they use to 

make kevlar III, just wandering around blocking the way. It’s enough to make you think this run is cursed or something. As you debate
how to get the ridiculous things off the road, you hear the sound of a child laughing coming from behind you. You turn but see 
nothing, even with sensors; then another laugh in front of you, as if in answer to the first. Yep, definitely a job for the mage.

Hooks
Lack of cover. Natural darkness. Isolation. The runners should feel a bit out of their element, the journey bordering on the 

surreal. The sights and sounds of the sprawl are replaced by those of the country. 

Behind the Scenes
The squatters really are what they appear to be: some hungry and desperate residents from the barrens stealing a meal. They 

are a bit jumpy, as the farmers they are stealing form have been known to shoot first and ask questions later. When the runners chance 
upon them, their defacto leader will assume the runners are working security for the farm and react instinctively (and violently). There
are 6 squatters, including the leader and a Street Shaman who has a force 4 Spirit of Man summoned to conceal them from the farm’s 
security. They don’t really want a fight, and will try to flee if at all possible. 

The spirits are a pair of force 6 Free Spirits who were freed when their respective summoners both died in a fire fight 
between agricorp security and a group of shadowrunners a few weeks ago. They are Tricksters who like to take the forms of children 
and small animals. They especially enjoy tormenting security and shadowrunners (isn’t it ironic?), and will plague the runners in any 
number of small and embarrassing ways. If one of the spirits is destroyed, the other will flee attempt to get back at the runners at a 
later time. 

Some possible ways to torment the runners include: 
 Accident power directed against the vehicle (flat tire, radiator leak, etc.) 
 Activating farm manure spreaders as the runners cross fields.
 Tripping farm security devices.
 Placing things for the runners to trip over.
 Leading wild or domesticated animals to the runners. 

Pushing the Envelope
The squatters are a mood setting encounter and not really meant to be a challenge to the PCs. If you want to make them 

dangerous have them see the runners coming and set an ambush, or have the spirits show up and join in the chaos. Perhaps the farmers
noticed something and send out a patrol of armed workers. 



The spirits are meant to slow the runners’ progress but not be insurmountable. They can be made more dangerous by creative 
use of their powers or upping their force.

Debugging
If the runners attract too much attention dealing with the squatters or spirits, they will find security on the farm visibly 

increased. If at all possible, arrange for one of the spirits to escape (retreating to the metaplanes if necessary) so it can lead the Ghost 
hunter team to the runners. If both spirits are destroyed, have the team track their signature to the runners. 

“Down on the Farm”

What’s up Chummer?
After many misadventures the runners have finally made it to the Ingersoll and Berkley farm and can begin the run in earnest.

All that remains is to sneak in (past armed patrols and security drones), gain access to the homogenization shed (maglocked and 
monitored), switch the chips in the control system (in use), and get out unseen. Null sheen chummer.

Tell it to Them Straight
Before tonight you never would have believed that people would spend so much money and manpower just to guard food. 

The Berkley main complex looks more like some kind of corp research park than a farm, right down to the guard paranimals and 
razorwire fences. Worse still, the dairy looks like it’s still staffed. Time for some nano-smooth B&E action if you’re gonna get paid 
tonight. 

Hooks
Paranoia, thy name is agricorp. Ingersoll and Berkley knows that what they have is valuable, and is ready to defend it. The 

presence of the mischievous field spirits (and the failed shadowrun that spawned them) has management sweating bullets, and that 
means extra security. Make it painfully obvious to the runners that a frontal assault is not going to get them anything but a big 
DocWagon bill. 

Behind the Scenes
The complex is only an obstacle to a direct threat. The outer fields are fenced and patrolled by drones and guards, but the 

perimeter is far too long to effectively monitor. The crops growing in the fields themselves provide ample visual cover and allow a 
stealthfull person to creep right up to the inner compound. There is almost no magical security present, so astral recon is safe and 
effective. The guards aren’t even that well armed (having been contracted from one of Seattle’s more economical companies). 

Some of the many holes in security to point out (if the runners think to ask):
 The guards patrol in pairs on foot, and carry ID cards that allow access to all areas.
 The bunkhouse and bathing facilities (including a laundry) for the farmhands are outside the inner compound, adjacent to the 

fields and hydroponics greenhouses.
 The dairy (containing the homogenizer) is connected to a stockyard and grazing field outside the inner compound.
 Security is matrix controlled (and contracted to the same company as the guards).
 Many of the gates are open to facilitate vehicle traffic and guard patrols.

All doors inside the compound are controlled by rating 4 maglocks with passcard readers. There are a total of 6 generic 
surveillance drones on the farm, two of which are down for maintenance at any one time. There are a total of 12 workers on duty 
throughout the compound including 3 in the dairy. A total of 8 security guards are present, four of which are on patrol of the outer 
fence. 

Pushing the Envelope
To make this scenario more challenging, simply close some of the loopholes in security. The presence of some two dozen 

other farmhands in the bunkhouse could make any frontal assault style plan seriously backfire, as could the ghost hunter team’s arrival
as the runners are leaving. 

Debugging
The most likely cause of friction here is the runners not being careful enough, or deciding that the compound is just too well 

defended. If the runners are spotted by workers or security, an alarm could be raised that brings all the workers on site into the chase. 
Of course, clever players may use such chaos to their advantage. Above all else, the runners need a good escape plan. 



“Who Ya Gonna Call?”

What’s Up Chummer?
Just as the runners think they’ve gotten away with it, their earlier encounter with the free spirits comes back to haunt them. 

The ghost hunting team Berkley management has hired to get rid of the free spirits has tracked them to the runner’s location. How the 
team reacts to the runners depends greatly on circumstances: the ghost hunters aren’t above earning a little bonus pay for helping out 
security.

Tell it to Them Straight
You’re on the road with no signs of pursuit, another legendary run put to bed. Then you get that funny feeling again, the one 

where the hairs on the back of your neck start thinking they’re on the dance floor of Dante’s Inferno. Then you hear the distinctive 
sound of motorcycle engines up ahead closing fast on an intercept course. You just start to decelerate when the motherfragger of all 
earth elementals pops up on the road ahead, blocking your way. Looks like someone wants to have a little chat.

Hooks
Outclassed. The runners should feel a little blindsided by this turn of events. The ghost hunters are a wild card in the 

adventure, really only interested in catching the spirits and collecting a paycheck, and should be a complete surprise. They are clearly 
experienced and should be a little intimidating to the runners despite being outnumbered. 

Behind the Scenes
The ghost hunters are a freelance paranormal investigation team hired by Ingersoll and Berkley to clean up their magical 

mess. They have no real interest in the runners or their run, just the fate of the spirits. The team consists of an Adept, an elven 
hermetic conjuror, and a street samurai with considerable magic resistance. They are well armed with magic, gear, and spirits of their 
own. 

 The adept carries a force 5 weapon focus (katana) and possesses the Astral Perception power.
 The conjuror has a force 4 summoning focus for each type of elemental (air, earth, water, and fire), and has one elemental of 

each type summoned and bound at force 4.
 The street samurai has 4 levels of the Magic Resistance quality.

Pushing the Envelope
This is a bonus scenario, in case the runners got away with the mission to easily. The team can catch up to the runners at any 

time after they encounter the free spirits, just to cause trouble. 

Debugging
The runners can avoid having to fight the ghost hunters by careful negotiation. If they can convince the team that the spirits 

have been destroyed, the team will let them go so they can take credit for it. If the runners cause trouble, the team has no compunction 
against turning them over to security. 

Picking up the Pieces

If the runners make it out and back to the car dealership, Ollie will ask for the original control chip from the homogenizer as 
proof that they completed the run. He will then happily turn over their payment and even give them all his business card, promising to 
get them a great deal on their next (used) car purchase.

Awarding Karma
Award team karma for the following things:

 Completing the adventure (1)
 Defeating obstacles on the road (1)
 Avoiding unnecessary casualties (1)
 Avoiding detection by Berkley security (1)
 Replacing the chip (1)
 Defeating or negotiating with the ghost hunters (1)



Leg Work

Oliver “Honest Ollie” Trask
Useful skills: Seattle Area Knowledge, Cars Knowledge, Trideo Knowledge

1. You think you’ve seen him on late night trideo commercials.
2. He owns a used car dealership in Snohomish.
3. He’s and ex-UCAS Marine. Never heard of him working the shadows before.

ZZZ Ranch
Useful skills: Seattle Area Knowledge, Agricorps Knowledge

1. A local dairy ranch. They have a store front in Pike Place Market.
2. Rumor has it they are the last independent ranch in Snohomish.
3. Daniel Snorisson, the owner, has publically stated that he will “burn the place down” rather than sell out to an Agricorp.

Ingersoll and Berkley
Useful skills: Seattle Area Knowledge, Corporate Knowledge, History Knowledge

1. Seattle’s largest producer of natural and synthetic food.
2. Owned and operated by Universal Omnitech as part of their food production division.
3. They contract locally with Snohomish Security Personnel for site security.
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